[Municipality] FLOOD AWARENESS WEEK TO TAKE PLACE [Date]

[Location] – Is your home and property in danger of being in a flood? Do you have questions about flood insurance? These questions and many others will be answered during [municipality] Flood Awareness Week, [date].

"[Floodplain Administrator quote here]" [Floodplain Administrator] with [municipality] explained. "[Floodplain Administrator quote here]"

Fun and informative events are scheduled throughout the week. Some of the highlights include [list some of the events] [list the time, date, and location of the event to be highlighted], [finish with another highlighted event, list the date and time, and location if necessary].

Of interest to the public will be the local, state and federal agency [list agencies, and any interaction with public opportunity]. Anyone that may have a question or questions regarding emergency response, planning, zoning, or just if they live in a flood prone area can get their questions answered.

For more information about the event, or flooding, visit [website] for additional information can be obtained by contacting [Floodplain Administrator, contact information].

### END ###